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[57] ABSTRACT 
A safety valve to be lowered into a well and adapted 
to close off the ?ow of production ?uid upwardly from 
the well, and which is operated by an actuating cable 
or other element extending upwardly toward the sur 
face of the earth, with the cable being preferably 
maintained under tension and acting to hold the valve 
in open condition so long as the tensioned condition 
exists, but to release the valve for automatic closing 
movement in the event of breakage of the cable or re 
lease of its tensioned condition for any other reason. 
The safety valve includes a ball valve element which 
contains a ?uid passage and is mounted to turn about 
an axis between open an closed conditions. Vertical 
movement of the main actually element causes turning 
movement of a second part about a vertical axis, 
which in turn swings the ball valve between its differ 
ent conditions. ‘ > 

9 Claims, 22 Drawing Figures 
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REMOTELY OPERATED WELL SAFETY VALVES 
This ‘is a division of application Ser. No. 252,808, 

filed May 12,1972, which was a continuation-in-part 
of application S.N. 203,142 filed‘Nov. 30, 1971. 

. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This‘ invention relates to improved safety valves for 
closing off the ?ow of production ?uid upwardly 
through a well in the event of failure of some of the well 
equipment. 

In a producing well, it is highly desirable to provide 
some type of safety mechanism for closing off the flow 
of production fluid upwardly through the well and to 
the surface of the earth in the event ofa rupture or leak 
in one of the lines conducting that fluid‘, or in the event 
of any other‘ type ‘of derangement which might release 
oil into the surrounding area in uncontrolled fashion. 
This is particularly true, for example, in the case of 
wells drilled under a body of water, in which case the 
escape of even small amounts of oil from the well may 
very seriously pollute the water. These have in the past 
been devised various types of safety valves for closing 
off the'?ow of production ?uid from a well, but all of 
these prior safety valves of which we are aware are ei 
ther relatively difficult to position in the well or to op 
cute‘, or are not as positive as would be desired in clos 
ing off the ?uid ?ow 'under any adverse conditions 
which may develop. Most'such prior valves have been 
operated by fluid pressure from the surface of the 
earth, and have been constructed in a manner requiring 
removal o'fithe tubing string from the well ‘in order to 
permit installation of the safety valve therein. ' 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION, 
The present invention provides a novel type of safety 

valve which can be very easily and quickly lowered to 
a point deep within a producing well, while the produc~ 
tion tubing remains positioned in the well, and there 
fore in a manner avoiding the usual necessity for labori 
ous removal and then replacement of the tubing during 
installation of the safety valve. Further, the valve is 
constructed to be remotely operated from the surface 
of the earth without the necessity for the usual hydrau 
lic control line extending downwardly within the well‘ 
to the region of the valve. In addition, the valve may be 
designed to respond automatically to any of numerous 
different changes in condition in or near the well, as for 
instance a change in pressure, temperature, or the like 
at-the surface of the earth, or damage of any type to the 
well caused by surface storms, explosions, or other ad 
verse conditions. i v 

i For controlling operation of the valve, there is pro 
vided an elongated actuating unit, preferably a ‘wire 
line’ or other ?exible cable, which extends downwardly 
from the surface of the earth and functions to control 
the valve in response to longitudinal movement of the 
elongated element. This element may,‘while the well is 
producing, be'maintained in a‘longitudinally stressed 
condition, with the valve remaining open so long as that 

_ stressed condition exists. Optimally, the stressed condi 

tion is one’of'tension in which a pulling force’exerted 
against the upper end of the cable is transmitted by the 
cable to the ‘valve control mechanism to maintain the 
valve open. It is contemplated,‘ however, that some fea 
tures of the invention might be applicable also to an ar 
rangement in which a non?exible elongated element 
extending to the surface of the earth might be main— 
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2 
tained under longitudinal compression rather than ten 
sion while the valve is open. 
A piston and cylinder mechanism or other operating 

unit can be provided at the surface of the earth for de 
veloping and maintaining the stressed condition of the 
cable or other actuating element, in a manner such that 
either an intentional or unintentional reduction in ?uid 

pressure or the like at the operating unit will release the 
stressed condition of the cable and close the safety 
valve. Further, if the cable or other actuating element 
is broken by any type of explosion or other derange~ 
ment at the surface of the earth, or the longitudinal 
force is released in any other way, the valve will always 
function in fail-safe manner to close off the ?uid flow 
until the adverse condition has been corrected. 
The safety valve is of a type in which the valve ele 

ment proper consists of a ball containing a passage 
through which the well ?uid may ?ow in one condition 
of the valve but which is blocked off to a closed condi 

tion by pivotal or rotary movement of the ball to a pre 
determined closed position, with this rotary movement 
of the ball being controlled by actuation of the previ 
ously discussed vertically movable wireline of other ac 
tuating member. Vertical movement of the actuating 
element acts to turn another operating part about a ver 
tical axis, and that part then turns the ball valve be 
tween closed and open conditions. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above and other features and objects of the in 
vention will be better understood from the following 

I detailed description of the accompanying drawings in 
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which, 
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a produc 

ing oil well containing a first form of remotely operated 
safety shutoff valve which is covered in our above 
identi?ed parent application S.N. 252,808 of which the 
present application is a division; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged vertical or axial sectional view 
showing the main operative portions of the apparatus 
of FIG. 1, illustrated in three partial views which are 
continuations of one another; 

FIG. 3 is a further enlarged view similar to a portion 
of FIG. 2,’ and showing the safety valve in closed condi 
tion; . 

FIG. 4 shows the cable attaching connection of FIG. 
2 in separated condition; 
FIG. 5 is a somewhat diagrammatic representation of 

a different type of operating unit for the FIG. 1 valve 
assembly; 

FIG. 6 shows the manner in which the cable can be 
connected to the valve by conventional running equip 
ment if desired; 

FIG. 7 is a view similar to, the left-hand portion of 
FIG. 2, but showing its type of safety valve assembly 
which is covered primarily by the present divisional ap 
plication, with the valve in FIG. 7 being illustrated in 
its open condition; 
FIG. 8 shows the valve of FIG. 7 in closed condition; 
FIG. 9 is a fragmentary view. taken partially on line 

9-9 of FIG. 7, but broken away to reveal various inner 
parts of the tool; 
FIG. 10 is a view similar to FIG. 9 but showing the 

safety valve in closed condition; , 
FIG. 11 is an enlarged horizontal section taken on 

line l1i—ll of FIG. 7; 
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FIG. 12 is a greatly enlarged vertical section through 
the pressure equalizing valve of FIG. 8; 
FIG. 13 is an enlarged perspective view, partially bro 

ken away, showing the ball valve and related parts in 
the open condition of FIGS. 7 and 9; 
FIG. 14 is a perspective view similar to FIG. 13 but 

showing the ball valve closed; 
FIG. 15 is a vertical section taken on line 15—15 of 

FIG. 13; 
FIG. 16 is a view taken essentially on line 16—16 of 

FIG. 9; 
FIG. 17 is a fragmentary vertical section on line 

l7—l7 of FIG. 14; ' i ' 

FIG. 18 is a vertical section similar to FIG. 7 and the 
left-hand portion of FIG. 2 but showing another form 
of safety valve which is covered in another divisional 
application; 
FIG. 19 shows the valve 

tion; 
FIG. 20 is a somewhat diagrammatic representation 

of the cam mechanism of FIG. 18, taken primarily on 
line 20~—20 of FIG. 18; 
FIG. 21 shows the FIG. 20 cam mechanism in the 

closed valve condition; and 
FIG. 22 is a section taken on line 22—22 of FIG. 20. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

With reference first to FIG. 1, I have illustrated dia 
grammatically in that ?gure a well 10 having the usual 
casing 11 and containing within the casing an essen 
tially conventional string of production tubing 12 ex 
tending downwardly from well head 13 to a location 
near the production zone 14. The tubing string is 
formed of a series of tubing sections interconnected 
connected in end-to-end relation by internally threaded 
couplings 15, and with the lower end 16 of the tubing 
being open to upward ?ow of oil or other production 
?uid into the interior of the tubing and out its upper 
end to a storage tank 116 or distribution line. A safety 
valve unit 17 is positioned within the tubing, desirably 
near its lower end, and is adapted to be located in the 
tubing and sealed with respect thereto by a landing and 
sealing unit 18, which may either be constructed inte 
grally with valve unit 17 or be a separately formed and 
attached conventional landing and sealing unit. The 
safety valve is controlled by an elongated ?exible cable 
20, desirably of the type commonly referred to as a 
‘wireline‘ which cable extends upwardly to the surface 
of the earth and is controlled at that location by a suit 
able manually actuated or power actuated operating 
mechanism represented at 19 in the drawings. 
To describe now the structure of the valve unit 17 in 

detail, this unit includes a lower body section 21 having 
a tubular vertical side wall 22 centered along vertical 
axis 23 of the well and terminating downwardly in a 
closed externally rounded lower nose portion 24. At 
25, the side wall 22 of lower body section 21 contains 
a series of circularly spaced apertures through which 
production ?uid can ?ow inwardly into the interior of 
body section 21 and then upwardly through an annular 
valve seat element 26 which is held downwardly against 
a shoulder 27 by engagement with the lower annular 
end surface of a tubular second body section 28 con 
tained within the upper soemwhat enlarged diameter 
tubular portion 29 of the first body section 21. The two 
body sections may be securedv tightly together by 

of FIG. 18 in closed condi 
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4 
threads 30, with an annular fluid tight seal being 
formed therebetween at 31, and with seat 26 being 
sealed with respect to body section 21 by an annular 
seal element 32. 
The landing and sealing unit 18 is connected to the 

upper end of the valve body structure 21-28, and is typ 
ically and somewhat diagrammatically illustrated as of 
a well-known conventional ‘key-type‘ having a tubular 
mandrel 33 disposed about a tubular body 133 and 
movably carrying a number of locating keys or dogs 34 
contoured to ?t into a mating locating groove or plural 
ity of grooves 35 formed in a coacting tubular landing 
nipple or collar 135 connected into the string of tubing 
12. When set, unit 18 holds the valve positively in the 
position illustrated in FIG. 2. In accordance with 
known teachings, keys 34 may be spring pressed radi 
ally outwardly within apertures formed in mandrel 33, 
to automatically move outwardly into groove 35 when 
they reach the location of the groove. After such out 
ward movement the keys are locked in these outer 
holding positions in conventional manner by predeter 
mined manipulation of body 133 from the surface of 
the earth, as for instance by a rapid vertical jarring of 
body 133 acting to shear a connection between body 
133 and mandrel 33 and move a locking or camming 
portion of the body into a position behind or radially 
inwardly of the keys. After being set in this way, the 
keys and related parts very positively hold mandrel 33 
and body 133 against both upward and downward 
movement relative to nipple 135. In lieu of this key 
type landing device typically illustrated in FIG. 2, the 
landing equipment may be of any other conventional 
type, such as for example a type having slips adapted 
to be forced outwardly against the tubing in frictional 
holding relation, or having lugs which are receivable 
between the ends of successive lengths of the tubing 12, 
and in each case functioning to hold the valve in a ?xed 
vertical position. 
The landing and sealing unit 18 also carries an appro 

priate annular seal ring 37 of rubber or the like, 
adapted to annularly engage the inner surface of nipple 
135 in a relation forming an effective annular seal be 
tween the tubing and body 113, to thus prevent up 
wardly flow of any of the production ?uid between 
these parts. The lower end of body 133 may be con 
nected threadedly to the upper end of a tubular adapter 
38, with seal ring 37 being clamped between shoulders 
on these two parts. The lower end of adapter 38 may 
be threadedly connected in turn to the upper end of 
valve body section 28, and may clamp a ?uid passing 
spider 39 in position between the lower end of adapter 
38 and the upper end of element 28, as shown. This spi 
der 39 has circularly spaced ?uid passing apertures 40, 
with webs 41 extending radially between these aper 
tures and carrying a central bushing or guide element 
42 slidably receiving a later-to-be-described guide rod 
43 movable vertically along axis 23. The upper end of 
body 133 may be threadedly connected at 44 to a tubu 
lar fitting 45 having an annular shoulder 46 at its upper 
end which is engageable by a conventional fishing tool 
to enable upward removal of the valve assembly from 
the tubing when desired. 
For closing off the upward ?ow of ?uid through the 

apparatus of FIG. 2, the valve assembly 17 includes a 
valve element 47 which has outer cylindrical surfaces 
48 engaging the inner cylindrical surface of body wall 
22 to guide valve element 47 for only upward and 
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downward movement within body section 21 along axis 
23. Near its lower end, the valve element 47 is sealed 
with respect to side wall 22 by means of an annular seal 
ring 49. The upper annular conically tapering surface 
50 on element 47 is engageable with valve seat 26 in 
FIG. 3 closed position of the valve, to positively and ef 
fectively block off any upward ?ow of the ?uid past the 
seat and into the interior of the upper portion of tubing 
12. 
Valve element 47 contains a downwardly opening 

typically cylindrical chamber 51 within which there is 
received a bleed valve element 52 having an annular 
tapered valve surface 53 engageable annularly in seal 
ing relation with a valve seat surface 54 formed in ele 
ment 47 at the lower end of a vertical typically cylindri 
cal bleed passage 54’. A coil spring 55 disposed about 
the enlarged portion 56 of bleed valve element 52 acts 
against a ?ange 57 to urge the bleed valve upwardly rel 
ative to the valve body and relative to valve element 47 
and toward the closed‘valve highest position of FIG. 3. 
In that FIG. 3 position, valve surface 53 is held tightly 
against seat surface 54 in sealing relation effectively 
preventing the upward leakage of any pressure ?uid 
from within chamber 51 through passage 54’ to the 
upper side of valve element 47. 
A rod 58 extends upwardly from bleed valve 52, and 

is rigidly connected by threads or otherwise to an en 
larged head element 59 at the upper side of element 47, 
with this head element having a downwardly facing 
shoulder 60 engageable with the upper surface of valve 
element 47 to displace it downwardly toward the FIG. 
2 open position of element 47. Rod 58 has an outside 
diameter smaller than the internal diameter of passage 
54', to allow relatively free ?uid ?ow vertically through 
passage 54’ between the underside and upper side of 
element 47 in the open condition of bleed valve 52, 
with head 59 containing suitable notches 160 interrupt 
ing shoulder 60 to permit ?uid ?ow upwardly therepast 
even when the shoulder is in engagement with valve 47. 
The lower end of bleed valve 52 carries a downwardly 
projecting second rod 61, which like rod 58 is centered 
about and extends along axis 23, and which extends 
through a vertical cylindrical passage 62 formed in the 
lower end of body section 21. Rod 61 is spaced from 
the wall of passage 62 in a manner leaving a substantial 
clearance for upward ?ow of pressure ?uid from the 
underside of body section 21 to the interior of chamber 
51. However, the transverse area of the clearance 
space about rod 61 is not as great as the effective mini 
mum transverse area of the clearance space about the 
upper rod 58, and through notches 160, so that upon 
opening of valve element 52 the pressure from cham 
ber 51 can be bled rapidly to a valve approximately 
equalling the pressure at the upper side of element 47, 
while the gap about rod 61 is too restricted to permit 
enough ?ow to prevent this drop in pressure. 
The element 59 and its connected bleed valve 52 are 

actuated downwardly in response to upward movement 
of rod 43 and tensioning cable 20, through a mechani 
cal reversing mechanism 63. This mechanism includes 
an endless ?exible chain 64 whose upper end extends 
about a small roller 65 mounted to the lower end or rod 
‘43 for rotary movement about a horizontal axis 66. The 
two generally vertical runs 164 of this chain ?are pro 
gressively apart as they extend downwardly from upper 
roller 65, to pass about two spaced lower rollers 67 
which are mounted appropriately to body section 28 
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6 
for relative rotary movement about two spaced parallel 
horizontal axes 68 at opposite sides of element 59. 
After passing about the two rollers 67, chain 64 in ex 
tending between those rollers extend across the upper 
rounded end 69 of element 59, and is appropriately lo 
cated thereon in a manner preventing it from slipping 
off of end 69, so that as rod 43 moves upwardly be 
tween the FIG. 3 and FIG. 2 positions, the portion of 
chain 64 between the two rollers 67 is automatically re 
duced in length to force element 59 and the connected 
bleed valve 52 downwardly between its FIG. 3 and FIG. 
2 positions. After the initial opening movement of the 
bleed valve, further downward movement of element 
59 causes shoulder 60 to engage the upper horizontal 
surface of valve element 47, and thereby force that 
valve element downwardly. As will be understood, the 
initial opening movement of the bleed valve allows the 
high pressure from the underside of valve element 47 
to bleed upwardly through passage 54’ to its upper side 
and thereby equalize the pressure at the top and bot 
tom of element 47 in a manner preventing the well 
pressure from resisting opening movement of the main 
valve. 
The upward pulling force exerted on cable 20 from 

the surface of the earth is transmitted to rod 43 through 
a vertically extending landing weight 70, which carries 
a typically rigid depending rod 71 extending along axis 
23. At its lower end, rod 71 may be detachably con 
nectible to rod 43 by a connection 72, including a gen 
erally tubular connector element 73 disposed about the 
lower end of rod 71 and having circularly spaced ?n 
gers 74 which are expansible to the FIG. 2 locking posi 
tion by movement upwardly into these ?ngers of an en 
larged lower end 75 of rod 71. The fingers when ex 
panded are received within an annular internal groove 
76 formed in a mating hollow connector part 77 which 
is threadedly connected at 78 to the upper end of rod 
43. When the cable 20 is initially lowered into the well, 
lower enlarged end 75 of rod 71 is in the FIG. 4 posi— 
tion of projection downwardly beyond element 73, so 
that ?ngers 74 are held inwardly in their FIG. 4 posi 
tions by virtue of the resilience of element 73, until ele 
ment 73 has been moved downwardly into the interior 
of the socket element 77, following which rod 71 and 
its portion 75 can be pulled upwardly to the FIG. 2 set 
ting to lock the two connector parts together. A trans 
verse shear pin 79 may extend through‘ a transverse 
opening in rod 71 beneath an upper internal ?ange 80 
of element 73, so that by forced upward movement of 
rod 71 shear pin 79 can be broken and enlargement 75 
can thus be withdrawn upwardly from within fingers 
74, allowing those ?ngers to contract inwardly and re 
lease the connection between cable 20 and the valve 
mechanism. 
The apparatus 19 at the surface of the earth for actu 

ating cable 20 includes a tubular hydraulic cylinder ele 
ment 81 (FIG. 2), containing a tubular piston element 
82, in a manner leaving an open vertical ?uid flow pas 
sage 83 within the interior of the piston. The annular 
cylinder chamber 84 receives pressure ?uid through a 
small supply line 85 connecting into the lower end of 
the annular chamber at 86, to force piston 82 hydrauli 
cally upwardly relative to cylinder 81 in response to the 
introduction of pressure ?uid into chamber 84. The pis 

. ton and cylinder are sealed annularly with respect to 
one another at 87 and 88. The upper enlarged diameter 
portion 182 of the piston carries a ?uid passing spider 
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89 which mounts a central tubular element 90 through 
which the upper end of cable 20 extends for connection 
to a rigid upper end member 91 which bears down 
wardly against portion 90 to restrain the cable against 
downward movement. The upper enlarged head 92 of 
element 91 acts as a fishing neck, for engagement with 
a fishing tool to withdraw the cable upwardly if desired. 

In FIG. 2, the conventional well head is represented 
at 13, and the lower portion of the main ?ow contain 
valve assembly or ‘Christmas tree’ is represented at 94. 
The piston and cylinder mechanism 81-82 is desirably 
suspended from an annular adapter flange 95 which is 
located vertically between the ?anges of the well head 
93 and valve assembly 94, and is suitably secured in any 
convenient manner thereto, with appropriate annular 
sealing as represented at 96 and 97. To effect this sus 
pension, the upper end of cylinder 81 may be secured 
threadedly to a vertical supporting tube 98, appropri 
ately sealed with respect to the cylinder at 99, and with 
respect to ?ange 95 at 100. The outer surface of tube 
98 may have an annular groove 101 within which a 
number of circularly spaced locking dogs 102 are re 
ceivable in the FIG. 2 relation effectively supporting 
element 98 and the connected piston and cylinder 
mechanism in ?xed position relative to the well head. 
The dogs 102 may be mounted for radial movement 
within guideways 103, and are actuable radially in~ 
wardly and outwardly by locking elements 104 which 
may be threadedly connected to the flange at 105. The 
upper end of element 98 may carry a fishing neck 106 
which is engageable with an appropriate fishing tool to 
enable removal of the unit 19 upwardly from the well 
when desired. Pressure ?uid is delivered to tube 85 
from an inlet line 106 connecting into a passage 107 in 
?ange 95, which passage communicates with the upper 
end of a passage 108 in part 98, and then through a pas 
sage 109 in part 81 with the upper end of tube 85 at 
110. The pressurized hydraulic ?uid for actuating pis 
ton 82 may be delivered to line 106 from an appropri 
ate pressure source 111 (FIG. 3) under the control of 
a three way valve 112 which can selectively either 
apply or release the piston actuating pressure. It is con 
templated that this valve 112 may be controlled auto 
matically by any desired response mechanism associ 
ated with the well, to apply or release the pressure au 
tomatically in response to a predetermined change in 
condition, and/or the valve may be operated manually. 

In installing the safety valve apparatus of FIGS. 1 to 
4 in a well, the valve assembly 17 and connected land 
ing and sealing assembly 18 are first of all lowered into 
the well separately from cable 20 and its connected 
weight 70, rod 71, and element 73. This valve and land 
ing assembly 17-18 can be lowered by conventional 
wireline running equipment engaging the upper shoul 
der 46 on the apparatus. The valve is lowered to a posi 
tion near the bottom of production tubing 12, as illus 
trated in FIG. 1, or just above the well pump if a pump 
is provided, and to a position in which locating keys 34 
move outwardly into grooves 35, and the running 
equipment is then actuated in conventional manner to 
lock keys 34 in those grooves. If slips or other movable 
gripping elements are employed, the running mecha 
nism is appropriately actuated to set the slips or the like 
in holding position against the tubing wall or between 
spaced ends of two lengths of tubing, etc. Thus, the 
valve is effectively located in positively fixed position 
and is sealed with respect to the tubing 12, so that pro 
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8 
duction ?uid can ?ow upwardly through the tubing 
only if valve 47 is open. 
After the valve and landing equipment have thus 

been lowered into and located within the well, cable 20 
and the connected weight 70, rod 71 and element 73 
are lowered into the well, with element 73 in the up 
wardly retracted relative position of FIG. 4, until the 
lower enlarged end 75 of rod 71 enters socket element 
77 and ?ngers 74 are received within groove 76 in the 
socket element, after which the cable and rod 71 are 
pulled upwardly to expand the fingers outwardly and 
lock them in holding engagement with the socket. Dur 
ing the final portion of the downward movement of the 
cable, the cylinder 81, piston 82, and connected parts 
at the upper end of the cable are lowered downwardly 
to their FIG. 2 positions, and are suspended from ?ange 
95 in those positions by radially inward tightening of 
locking dogs 103. 
During this installing procedure, valve 47 will nor 

mally be in closed position, and bleed valve 52 will nor 
mally be urged upwardly against seat 54 as illustrated 
in FIG. 3. When it is desired to place the well in pro‘ 
duction, pressure ?uid is applied to piston 82 through 
line 106 of FIG. 2, to force the piston upwardly relative 
to cylinder 81, and thereby displace the upper end of 
cable 20 upwardly to the FIG. 2 position. The initial 
portion of this upward movement of the cable causes 
bleed valve 52 to open against the force of spring 55, 
and bleed pressure from the underside of the piston up 
wardly in a manner equalizing the pressure at the top 
and bottom of the piston and allowing element 59 on 
further downward movement to very easily displace 
piston 47 to its FIG. 2 fully opened position. The loca 
tion of shoulder 60 at the lower end of element 59 is 
such as to allow for sufficient lost motion between ele 
ment 59 and piston 47 to permit the indicated opening 
of bleed valve 52 before commencement of the down 
ward movement of main safety valve 47. 

After valve 47 has thus been actuated to its fully 
opened FIG. 2 position, the piston 82 is subsequently, 
under normal operating conditions, maintained contin 
ually under pressure, to thereby keep wireline 20 in its 
longitudinally tensioned condition, retaining valve 47 
open, and thus allowing free upward ?ow of production 
?uid through the tubing and to the surface of the earth. 
If at any time this pressure to the piston is cut off, as by 
closing of valve 112, either manually or in automatic 
response to a predetermined change of condition or 
conditions in the well equipment, or by rupture of line 
106 or any connecting line, or failure of the pressure 
source 111, piston 82 is immediately permitted to re 
turn downwardly to its initial position and thereby re 
lieve the tensioning force on cable 20, and permit re 
turn of valve 47 to its FIG. 3 closed position. The initial 
upward movement of element 59 upon downward re 
leasing movement of cable 20 enables bleed valve 52 
to close against seat 54, after which the restricted com~ 
munication of pressure to the interior of chamber 51 
through the clearance space about lower rod 61 is suffi 
cient to build up a high pressure within chamber 51 and 
at the underside of piston valve 47 approximately 
equalling the well pressure, thus causing upward move 
ment of valve 47 against the lower pressure at its upper 
side and to the FIG. 3 setting. Similar closing of the 
valve is automatically attained if the tensioned cable 20 
is broken in any way, as for instance by an explosion or 
other damage occurring at the surface of the earth or 
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elsewhere. The apparatus thus effectively prevents un 
wanted ?ow of production ?uid into the tubing under 
virtually any adverse condition which may develop. 
FIG. 5 shows diagrammatically a variational arrange 

ment, which may be considered the same as that of 
FIGS. 1 to,4 except for the manner in which operating 
tension is applied to the upper end of cable 20a. Specif 
ically, in FIG. 5, the cable after extending upwardly 
from the valve 17 and landing and sealing assembly 18 
.of FIG. 2 passes about a pulley 113 which is mounted 
in the well head equipment 114 to turn about a hori 
zontal axis, with the cable then extending horizontally 
at 115 for connection to any conventional type of man 
ually actuated or power actuated operating mechanism 
represented at 116. This unit 116 may for example be 
a hydraulicly actuated operator of the type convention 
ally employed for opening and closing gate valves in 
well head equipment. The unit 116 applies tension 
force to cable 20a, and maintains the cable under such 
tension continually while the well is producing, and 
until a manually or automatically operated control ele~ 
ment releases the tension and permits closing of the 
valve. 
FIG. 6 illustrates another way in which the cable 20b 

(corresponding to cable 20 of FIGS. 1 to 4) can be at~ 
tached to the upper end of a rod 43b corresponding to 
rod 43 of FIG. 2. More particularly, the cable 20b of 
FIG. 6 may have a socket element 117 at its lower end 
for receiving an enlarged head 118 attached to the 
valve actuating rod 43b, with circularly spaced balls 
119 being contained within openings in the side wall of 
element 117 and adapted to be actuated inwardly to 
positions of holding engagement with the underside of 
head 118 by relative upward movement of a locking 
tube 120 under the influence of a spring 121, whose 
lower end bears against a ring 122 which is fixed with 
respect to the side wall of socket element 117. The ele 
ment 177 is lowered by and within a part 123 con 
nected to a conventional running element 124 sus 
pended from a running wire-line 125. Externally, part 
123 may have bowed springs 126 engageable with the 
side of the tubing 12b to maintain element 123 in c-en 
tered position. The operating wireline of the present 
apparatus 20b extends upwardly through a cutaway re 
cess 127 formed in one side of element 123, which re 
cess continues downwardly as an elongated vertical slit 
227 through the side wall 128 of part 123 and to its 
lower end 129, so that element 123 can be pulled upw 
uardly away from part 117 and wireline 20b after low 
ering these parts into the well. 
During the lowering of element 123 into the well, ele 

ments 117 and 120 are received within the socket re 
cess 223 in part 123, but element 117 is held down 
wardly far enough relative to part 120 by spring 121 to 
cause balls 117 to engage the reduced diameter surface 
130 of element 120. When the parts reach rod 43b, ele 
ment 117'moves downwardly about that rod, and balls 
119 may be simultaneously released by exertion of up 
ward pulling force against cable 20b to actuate the balls 
to a released position of engagement with enlarged di 
ameter surface 131 in element 120, so that the re 
tracted balls can move downwardly past head 118. 
When this upward force is exerted against cable 20b, 
element 123 acts through a shoulder 228 to force ele 
ment 120 downwardly relative to part 117 and balls 
118 and against the in?uence of spring 121. upon sub 
sequent release of cable 20b, element 117 is spring ac 
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tuated upwardly to bring surface 130 into engagement 
with balls 119, and thus de?ect the balls radially in 
wardly at the underside of head 118 for retaining en 
gagement with bottom shoulder 132. The cable 201) is 
in this way connected to the valve actuating mecha 
nism, and the running line 125 and connected element 
123 can then be withdrawn upwardly out of the well, 
so that cable 201) may be tensioned and utilized to oper 
ate the valve in the manner previously discussed. 
FIGS. 7 through 17 show the form of safety valve as 

sembly 17c with which the present divisional applica 
tion is especially concerned, and, in which the valve el— 
ement proper takes the form of a pivotally or rotatively 
movable ball valve 134 containing a ?uid passage 135. 
With particular reference to FIG. 7, the apparatus 
there shown may be substituted for the mechanism 
shown in the left one-third of FIG. 2, and may be con 
sidered as connected to and utilized in conjunction 
with the landing and sealing mechanism 18, operating 
mechanism 19, cable 20, head 13, and the other appa 
ratus and parts shown in the right two-thirds of FIG. 2 
and related views, or by any other suitable landing and 
actuating structures. 
The , outer body or housing 136 of the assembly 

shown in FIG. 7 may be formed of two upper and lower 
rigid tubular body parts 137 and 138 secured together 
by threads 139 which are annularly sealed at 140. At 
its upper end, body part 137 is threadedly connected at 
141 to the lower end of a part 133a corresponding to 
element 133 of FIG. 2, to thereby secure the valve as 
sembly to the lower end of the landing and sealing unit 
18 of that figure. An annular packer 37c in FIG. 7 is 
disposed about element 133a and corresponds to seal 
ing element 37 of FIG. 2, to form an annular seal at that 
location between the tool, and the well tubing 12 within 
which it is contained. A rod 710 in FIG. 7 corresponds 
to rod 71 of FIG. 2, and is connected at its upper end 
to landing weight 70 and thereabove to ?exible wireline 
20. 
Rod 710 is connected to a tubular vertically extend 

ing member 142 which is contained within tool body 
136 and is centered about the vertical axis 143 of the 
tool body and the production. tubing 12. This attach 

’ ment is effected by meansfof a releasable connection or 

“disconnect” 72c which is structurally very similar to 
the disconnect 72 of FIG. 2. More particularly, connec 
tion 720 may include a tubular element 730 disposed 
about a vertical rigid rod 144‘which is threadedly con 
nected at 145 to the lower end of rod 71c and forms a 
lower continuation thereof. Element 730 forms a series 
of circularly spaced vertical gripping fingers 740, which 
are expansible to their FIG. 7 locking positions by re 
ception therein of an externally cylindrical lower por 
tion 75c of element 144, and in that locking position 
are received within an annular groove 760 formed in a 
hollow bottom connector part 770 which is rigidly con 
nected to the lower end of tube 142 by a spider ar 
rangement 146 containing apertures 147 through 
which the well ?uid may pass the disconnect. A shear 
pin 790 extends transversely through registering aper 
tures in rod 144 and a sleeve 148 thereabout, to exert 
upward force on the disconnect and tube 142 through 
the shear pin except when excessive force is exerted 
upwardly on the rod 710 to purposely break the pin and 
allow removal of the cable 20 separately from the valve 
mechanism. 
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Tube 142 is yieldingly urged downwardly within and 
relative to tool body 136 by means ofa coil spring 149, 
which tends to return the tube and connected parts 
downwardly to the FIG. 8 closed position of the valve. 
Vertical movement of tube 142 is converted to rotary 
movement of another rigid tube 150 disposed there 
about by means of a camming mechanism 151, includ 
ing a pair of camming pins 152 projecting radially out 
wardly from tube 142 at diametrically opposite loca 
tions and received within two cam slots 153 formed in 
tube 150 and having the configuration illustrated in 
FIG. 9. As will be apparent, in the lowermost FIGS. 8 
and 10 position of tube 142, the camming pins 152 are 
received in the lower ends of cam slots 153, while in the 
uppermost position of tube 142 (FIGS. 7 and 9), the 
cam pins are received in the upper ends of the cam 
slots. Thus, vertical movement of tube 142 relative to 
tube 150 causes rotary movement of tube 150 relative 
to tube 142 about vertical axis 143 through a predeter 
mined angular distance, say for example about 60°. 
This rotary motion of tube 150 about vertical axis 

143 is converted to pivotal or rotary movement of ball 
valve 134 about a horizontal axis 154 by means of a pin 
155 which is rigidly carried by and projects generally 
radially inwardly from a side wall of lower body part 
138, and which is received within a recess 156 formed 
in the outer surface of ball 134. To describe the ball 
valve 134 more specifically, this valve has an outer sur 
face 157 which is spherical about a center 158 lying at 
the intersection of vertical axis 143 and the horizontal 
pivotal axis 154 of the ball. The previously mentioned 
passage or bore 135 extending through ball 134 may be 
cylindrical and of a diameter corresponding to cylindri 
cal bores or passages 159 and 161 formed in two tubu 
lar valve seat elements 162 and 163 at the upper and 
lower sides respectively of the valve element. Upper 
seat element 162 has an annular spherically curved seat 
surface 165 annularly engageable with cylindrical sur 
face 157 of the ball, while lower seat element 163 has 
a correspondingly spherically curved seat surface 166 
also engageable annularly with valve surface 157. Seat 
element 162 is yieldingly urged downwardly relative to 
tube 150 by a coil spring 167 and is sealed annularly 
with respect to tube 150 by a ring 169 of rubber or the 
like. Similarly, lower seat element 163 is urged up 
wardly relative to body part 138 by a spring 168, and 
is sealed by a seal ring 169. Tube 150 is sealed exter 
nally with respect to body part 138 by two annular seal 
rings 170 and 171. Spring 167 exerts downward force 
against seat element 162 and upward force against tube 
150 by engagement with a shoulder 172 thereon, while 
spring 168 exerts upward force against seat element 
163 and downward force against outer body 138, so 
that the overall effect is to hold the seats tightly against 
ball 134, and to urge tube 150 upwardly against a thrust 
bearing 173 which engages a downwardly facing shoul 
der 174 at the lower end of upper body section 137. 
Thus, the entire assembly consisting of tube 150, ball 
134, and seat elements 162 and 163 is retained against 
any substantial vertical movement within the tool body, 
while permitting rotation of these parts about vertical 
axis 143 under the in?uence of the previously discussed 
cam mechanism 151. 

The ball 134 is mounted for its limited pivotal move 
ment between the FIG. 7 and FIG. 8 positions by means 
of two cylindrical mounting pins or stub shafts 175 
which are carried rigidly by two downwardly projecting 
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mounting arms 176 formed by tube 150 at diametri 
cally oppositesides of the ball, with the inner reduced 
diameter portions of pins 175 being received in bearing 
engagement within openings 177 formed in the oppo 
site sides of the ball. At the locations of mounting arms 
176, the ball 134 may have two parallel opposite side 
?ats 178, abutting against arms 176, to con?ne the ball 
against movement of any type except rotatively about 
axis 154. 

In using the ball type valve assembly of FIGS. 7 
through 17, that assembly and the connected landing 
and sealing unit 18 of FIG. 2 are lowered into the well 
in the same manner discussed in connection with the 
FIG. 2 apparatus, and at a predetermined location in 
the well the landing mechanism is actuated to lock that 
mechanism in fixed and sealed condition therein. The 
cable 20, landing weight 70, rod 71c and connector ele 
ments 144 and 73c are then lowered into the well and 
connected to the valve assembly as in FIG. 7. The actu 
ating equipment near the surface of the earth as seen 
in FIG. 2 is connected to the upper end of the cable, 
and is actuated to pull the cable upwardly and hold it 
in tensioned condition. The upward movement of the 
cable pulls tube 142 upwardly from the FIG. 8 position 
to the FIG. 7 position, and acts through cam mecha 
nism 152-153 to cause rotation of tube 150 about verti 
cal axis 143, which in turn acts through pin 155 to 
cause rotary movement of ball valve 134 about hori 
zontal axis 154 from its FIG. 8 closed position to its 
FIG. 7 open position in which well ?uid may pass up 
wardly without substantial restriction through the inte 
rior of the ball and to the surface of the earth. If at any 
time the cable 20 is broken or its tension is in any way 
released, as in the event of damage to the surface 
equipment or release of the tensioning ?uid pressure at 
the surface of the earth, tube 142 is immediately and 
automatically actuated downwardly by spring 149 to its 
FIG. 8 position, to cam lower tube 150 in a reverse ro 

tary direction, and thereby actuate valve element 134 
about its horizontal axis 154 to the FIG. 8 closed posi 
tion, in which both of the seat elements 162 and 163 
engage the ball annularly about passages 159 and 161 
and about imperforate portions of the ball to positively 
close off the ?ow of well ?uid upwardly past the ball. 

In order to equalize the pressure at opposite sides of 
the valve 134 as that valve is opened upon upward ten 
sioning of cable 20, there may be provided in the side 
wall of upper body section 137 one or more equalizing 
valves 179 (FIG. 12), each of which may include a 
valve element 180 which is yieldingly urged radially in 
wardly relative to a threadedly mounted backing ele 
ment 280 by a spring 181 and against a valve seat 182 
to normally prevent the ?ow of well ?uid inwardly 
through an opening 183 to the interior of the body 137. 
At its inner end, this valve element 180 may have a ta 
perihg portion 184 which projects inwardly into the 
path of the upper edge portion 185 of tube 142, to be 
de?ected radially outwardly by that edge against the 
tendency of spring 181 from the broken line closed po 
sition of FIG. 12 to the full line open position, upon the 
initiation of upward movement of tube 142. Thus, as 
soon as the tube is pulled slightly upwardly by the ca 
ble, the equalizing valveor valves 179 are opened, to 
equalize the pressure at opposite sides of the ball valve 
134 and thereby facilitate opening movement of the 
ball valve and the related parts. 
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FIGS. 18 through 22 show another safety valve ar 
rangement 17d, in which the valve element proper 187 
takes the form of a ball valve similar to that of FIGS. 
7 to 17, but which is actuable vertically rather than ro 
tatively to open and close the valve. Certain features of 
this arrangement of FIGS. 18 through 22 are to be cov— 
ered in another divisional patent application. The outer 
body 188 of the FIGS. 18 to 22 tool may be formed of 
three rigid tubular body sections 189, 190, and 191 se 
cured together by threads 192 and 193 and sealed an 
nularly adjacent the threaded connections by seal rings 
194 and 195. The upper end of top body section 189 
is connected to the lower end of a landing and sealing 
unit such as that shown at 18 in FIG. 2, by attachment 
to a member 13311 corresponding to element 133 of 
FIG. 2, with a seal ring 37d being provided for annular 
sealing engagement with the inner wall of production 
tubing 12. Cable 20 and landing weight 70 of FIG. 2 are 
connected through rod 71d to a vertically movable tube 
196 through a releasable connection 72d constructed 
essentially the same as disconnect 720 of FIG. 7. The 
tube 196 is yieldingly urged downwardly by a spring 
149d corresponding to spring 149 of FIG. 7, and carries 
one or more (typically two) camming pins 152d which 
are received within camming slots 153d in a cam tube 
197 which is confined axially and retained for only ro 
tary motion about vertical axis 143d by engagement at 
its opposite ends with two bearing sleeves 198 and 199 
engaging the lower end of body section 189 and a 
shoulder 200 of body section 190 respectively. 
Near its lower end, cam tube 197 contains one or 

more additional cam slots 201, which may be shaped as 
illustrated in FIGS. 20 and 21 and receive as many out 
wardly projecting cam pins 202 carried by a lower ver 
tically movable tube 203. This tube has an annular 
valve seat surface 204 near its lower end, which annu 
larly engages ball valve 187, with the ball being 
mounted for pivotal movement relative to tube 203 
about a horizontal axis 205 by means of two mounting 
pins 206 carried by a pair of downwardly projecting di 
ametrically opposite arms 207 formed at the lower end 
of tube 203. A lower seat element 208 may be formed 
as a tube, as shown, and have a valve seat surface 209 
annularly engageable with ball 187. A coil spring 210 
yieldingly urges seat element 208 upwardly against the 
ball, to form an effective annular seal therewith. An 0 
ring or other deformable seal ring 211 forms an annular 
seal between tube 203 and outer body part 191 at a lo 
cation above the ball valve. 
A pin 212 carried by lower body section 191 projects 

into a recess 213 in ball 187, at a location offset from 
pivotal axis 206, and in a relation to cause rotary move 
ment of the ball between open and closed positions in 
response to vertical movement of tube 203 and the ball. 
For equalizing the pressure between the inside and out 
side of the tool body, there may be provided near the 
upper end of the tool body one or more spring pressed 
equalizing valves 179d corresponding to valves 179 of 
FIG. 7. 

In using the valve assembly of FIG. 18, this assembly 
is ?rst lowered into a well to a desired subsurface loca 
tion with a connected landing and sealing unit such as 
for example that shown at 18 in FIG. 2, and that unit 
is then actuated to secure and seal the unit in the well 
at that position. The cable, landing weight, rod 71d, 
and carried connector parts 144d and 73d are then low 
cred into the well and connected to the other half 77d 
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of disconnect 72d, in the condition illustrated in FIG. 
19. The cable is then pulled upwardly and fastened in 
tensioned condition by apparatus such as that shown in 
the right-hand portion of FIG. 2, or as shown in FIG. 
5, or by other appropriate means, to raise tube 196 
against the tendency of spring 149 from the FIG. 19 po 
sition to the FIG. 18 position. As brought out best in 
FIGS. 20 and 21, this upward movement of tube 196 
acts through cam elements 152d and 153d to cause ro 
tation of tube 197 about the vertical axis of the tool, 
and that rotation is then reconverted by cam elements 
201 and 202 to downward movement of lower tube 
203, ball 187 and bottom seat element 208. Upon such 
downward movement, pin 212 acts to turn ball 187 
about axis 205 from the closed position of FIGS. 19 and 
21 to the open position of FIGS. 20 and 22, in which 
position the valve is thereafter retained by the ten 
sioned condition of the cable until conditions occur 
which release the cable and allow automatic closure of 
the valve by spring 149d. 
While certain specific apparatus embodying the pres 

ent invention has been disclosed as typical, the inven 
tion is of course not limited to the particular structure 
disclosed but rather is applicable broadly to all such 
variations as fall within the scope of the appended 
claims. 
We claim: 
1. Well safety apparatus comprising a safety valve 

adapted to be lowered into a well and actuable between 
an open condition for passing production ?uid up 
wardly through said well and a closed condition shut 
ting off such ?uid ?ow, and an elongated actuating ele 
ment to extend upwardly from said valve through the 
well toward the surface of the earth and adapted to be 
moved longitudinally from its upper end and acting in 
response to said longitudinal movement to cause actua 
tion of said valve between said two conditions thereof, 
said valve including a ball valve element having an ex 
ternal spherically curved surface and containing a pas 
sage through which production ?uid may ?ow and 
mounted to turn about an axis between open and 
closed positions, a member adapted to be moved verti 
cally by said actuating element, a structure mounted to 
turn about essentially a vertical axis in response to ver 

tical movement of said member, and means for turning 
said ball valve element about its axis in response to said 
turning movement of said last mentioned structure 
about said vertical axis. 

2. Well safety apparatus comprising a safety valve 
adapted to be lowered into a well and actuable between 
an open condition for passing production ?uid up 
wardly through said well and a closed condition shut 
ting off such ?uid ?ow, and an elongated actuating ele 
ment to extend upwardly from said valve through the 
well toward the surface of the earth and adapted to be 
moved longitudinally from its upper end and acting in 
response to said longitudinal movement to cause actua 
tion of said valve between said two conditions thereof, 
said safety valve including a body, a ball valve element 
mounted to turn about a generally horizontal axis be 
tween open and closed positions, means for turning 
said ball valve element about essentially a vertical axis 
in response to longitudinal movement of said actuating 
element, and means for turning said ball valve element 
about said horizontal axis in response to said turning 
movement thereof about said vertical axis. 
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3. Well safety apparatus comprising a safety valve 
adapted to be lowered into a well and actuable between 
an open condition for passing production ?uid up 
wardly through said well and a closed condition shut 
ting off such ?uid flow, and an elongated actuating ele 
ment to extend upwardly from said valve through the 
well toward the surface of the earth and adapted to be 
moved longitudinally from its upper end and acting in 
response to said longitudinal movement to cause actua 
tion of said valve between said two conditions thereof, 
said safety valve including a tubular vertically extend 
ing body, a tube in said body mounted for relative up 
ward and downward movement, a spring yieldingly 
urging said tube downwardly relative to the body, a 
connection for securing said tube to said actuating ele 
ment, a tubular part mounted to turn within the body 
about an essentially vertical axis, cam means for turn~ 
ing said tubular part about said vertical axis in response 
to upward movement of said tube, a ball valve element 
containing a ?uid passage and mounted to turn about 
a generally horizontal axis between open and closed 
positions, and operating means for turning said ball 
valve element about said generally horizontal axis in 
response to turning movement of said tubular part 
about a vertical axis. 

4. Well safety apparatus as recited in claim 3, includ 
ing a pressure equalizing valve mounted in a wall of 
said body and responsive to upward movement of said 
tube to place the interior of the body above said ball 
valve element in communication with the exterior of 
the body. 

5. Well safety apparatus as recited in claim 3, in 
which said operating means include means mounting 
said ball valve element to said tubular part to turn 
about said vertical axis therewith, and a lug projecting 
inwardly from said body and inter?tting with said ball 
valve element in a relation turning it about said hori 
zontal axis in response to turning movement of said tu 
bular part and said ball valve element about a vertical 
axis. 

6. Well safety apparatus as recited in claim 5, includ 
ing an upper seat element spring urged downwardly rel 
ative to said tubular part against the ball valve element, 
and a lower seat element spring urged upwardly rela 
tive to said body against an undersurface of the ball 
valve element. 

7. Well safety apparatus comprising a safety valve 
adapted to be lowered into a well and actuable between 
an open condition for passing production ?uid up 
wardly through said well and a closed condition shut 
ting off such fluid ?ow, and an elongated actuating ele 
ment to extend upwardly from said valve through the 
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well toward the surface of the earth and adapted to be 
moved longitudinally from its upper end and acting in 
response to said longitudinal movement to cause actua 

tion of said valve between said two conditions thereof, 
said safety valve including a hollow tubular body, a ball 
valve element communicating at its upper side with a 
portion of the interior of said tubular body and at its 
underside with the pressure of the well beneath and 
about the tubular body and mounted to turn about an 
axis relative to the body between an open position for 
passing ?uid from the well into the portion of the tubu 
lar body above the ball valve element and a closed posi 
tion preventing such flow, means for turning said ball 
valve element from one of said positions to the other in 
response to longitudinal movement of said actuating 
element, and a pressure equalizing valve for placing the 
interior of said body above the ball valve element in 
communication with the pressure of the well about said 
tubular body in response to said longitudinal movement 
of said actuating element. 

8. Well safety apparatus comprising a safety valve 
adapted to be lowered into a well and actuable between 
an open condition for passing production ?uid up 
wardly through said well and a closed condition shut 
ting off such ?uid flow, and an elongated actuating ele 
ment to extend upwardly from said valve through the 
well toward the surface of the earth and adapted to be 
moved longitudinally from its upper end and acting in 
response to said longitudinal movement to cause actua 
tion of said valve between said two conditions thereof, 
said safety valve including a tubular body, a safety 
valve element movable relative to said body by said ac 
tuating element between said two conditions, and com 
municating at its upper side with a portion of the inte 
rior of said tubular body and at its underside with the 
pressure of the well, and a pressure equalizing valve for 
placing the interior of said body above said safety valve 
element in communication with the pressure of the 
well. 

9. Well safety apparatus as recited in claim 7, in 
which said means for turning said ball valve element in 
clude a tube located within said hollow body and mov 
able upwardly relative to said body by said actuating 
element, said pressure equalizing valve being mounted 
in a wall of said hollow body at a location above said 
ball valve element and including a valving part which 
is engageable by said tube and de?ectible radially out 
wardly thereby from closed to open position in re 
sponse to upward movement of the tube relative to said 
body. 


